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NTERSECTIGN THEOREMS AND A LEMMA OF KLEITMAN 
I. lntroduetion 
IS2 1. Anderson ,’ Intersection theorems wtd Q lemma of Kleitman 
2. Proof 00 Theorem I.2 
Suppose that 9 IS a system of subsets of S satisfying the hypotheses of the 
theorem. Define 3’ to be the famify c,lf subsets of S consisting of the sets of :P and 
ail their subsets. and similarly define % to consist of the sets of .9 and al1 their 
supersets. Ther?, 19 .= 3 n 9, and hence, by Kleitman’s lemma, 
Now @ is a co!lxction of subsets uch that no two are disjoint. Thus 1% 1 s 2” ’ since 
I!! cannot con?:tin a subset of S and its complement. Similarly ]Y’! s ?“*‘. and the 
theorem is proved. 
3. A conjectwe of IKatona 
Katona !_‘I has prcjved that if A I, . . . . A. are subsets of S stch that iA, 1’3 A! i 2 k 
for each pair iJ. then r 5: f(n, k ) where 
if n + k is even, 
f(n.k) = I t -1 (n :Z - 1 j/2 ) + I _,.$+,, (1) if n + k is odd. 
He ccrnjectured in 1[4] thai ii’ the further condition A, U A,# S is added. then 
/5 fc n - 1.k). We now prove 
Thewem 3.1. IfAl,. . . . A, clre subsets ofs suck that f A, f-~ A, i 2 k and ‘4, U A, # S 
for each pair i. j. the&n, in the abow notrrtion. 
fC n--l.;0 if n + k is odd. 
rs 
f( if n c k is men. 
h-f. ‘Fake ?.i to be the collection of sets .A I,. . . , A, and all their supersets, and Y’ 
to he the c0Uection of sets .41,. . . , ,4, anrJ alI their subsets. Then by Kleitman’s 
lemma. 
But 3: 5s 2”.’ as in Theorem f .2, and J % 1 s f(n, k ). Thus 
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I(“; ‘)+ (I-:)) 
= 5z,,, 
2 
If n + k is odd. WC obtain 
whereas 
f ( n--U)= “s’ (“T’)t. ((n+nk-2 - 2)/Z ’ I :tn*k,.’ ) 
The difference between these two expressions is 
1 * 




%(n + k -3)/Z - (n A 
7 
)’ -- 2)/Z I - 
We note that if k = 1 this difference is zero, so that we retrieve Theorem 1.2. 
4. Divisors of a number 
We now extend Kleitman’s lemma to the divisors of a noasrluarefree number. 
Lemma 4.1. Ler -9i, Y be sets of div.!.~r~ oj m = p;l . . . p:’ such that 
a E 41. u 1 b + b E ‘4Y, 
aEY’, bfa + h&Y’. 
Then 1% fW’!r(rn)~[%l-!Lif’~. where r(nt ) denotes the number elf divisors of m. 
Proof. WL use induction on n = c:, , a,. If n = 1 or 2 the result is trivial, so we 
proceed to the induction step. Writing p = p and (Y, = s, we have m = m’p = m”p’ 
where (m “, p ) = I. We partition % and Y as follows: 
?f = 4P,, u %,, Y- -rTP uY& 
where #, YP consist precisely of those members of %, 9 respectively which are 
divisible bq p’. Now if hp’ E Y’, then h, hp, . . . , hp’-’ arc: all members of &, so 
/ Ye I a s i Y” j . Similarly, i 4?& i s s t %,, I. Thus 
(s f 4!1,~ -- I:%, i )( 1 Spr, I - s 1 Wp I ) 2 0, 
whence 
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Using the induction hypothesis for divisors of m’, we have 
;9r, 17 qj 17jm’) s ! %p 1 * 1 q3 1. (2) 
hrrher. let +3Vg, 2’; denote the sets of divisors of m” obtained by dividing each 




5. Applications of Lemma 4.1 
We first note that the results of Seymour’s paper now extend. Thus1 if 9,3 are 
two sets of divisors of m such that if u E 9 and 6 E A? then Q $ b and h Y u, then 
; ,9 
17 + ;s if!2 < 
- (r,h )? Further, if 9 is a set of divisors of m and if %‘( CR) denotes 
the set of ;!I comparable divisors, i.e. those which are members of 9 or which 
divide or are divisible by a member of SE, then %‘(9) contains at least 
ntin(? .2f j. s r(m )I members. Simple arguments give improvements c’f this result: 
ft3r example, if 9!>$r(rnl then jU,(.GR)~+$j~(?tl). 
Before giving another application of Lemma 4.1, we quote the following result of 
Erdiis and Schonheim [Zj and Woodall (unpublished). 
Theorem !M Let dt,. = .. d, fie divisors of m = ~71.. p:’ such that h.c.f.(d,, d,) 1~ l 
fh each i. j. and /et Q = n:. l txt. Then 
n*hPw the summation is over all substrts I = {i,. . . ., . i, ) of { 1, . , . , I}. 
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We note that if CT: => V’a then 
f(m)= r,(l +a&..(1 +U* I) = -+ r(m). 
t 
Theorem 5.2. 6.a .P = ( dl, . . ..d,J beasetofdivisorsofm =p~~.p~~uchthatfor 
each pair i. j. h.c.f. (d,. df ) # t and l.c.m.(d, d,) # m, then 
f s cf(rn ))‘lr(m ), 
where f( m ) is as in Theorem 5.1. 
Prool. Copying our proof of Theorem 1 2, define “31.9 in analogous fashion. Then 
~~&K f(m). ,.Ts f(m) and, by Lemma -!.I !9l~(m)~I%~-iYL 
In particular. if a, 3 \,‘a we then have 
_4n example is the set of all divisors of WI which are divisble by p, but not by pTr. 
Such a set 9 contains 
divisors of n2. 
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